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The week in Review

Camp has finally begun! This has been a fun filled week for all Munchkins as they have
spent time getting to know their counselors and meeting new friends. Our Tamarak Spirit has
been on full display all week. Every day began by singing “Tamarak Spirit” at morning line up.
We had the chance to decorate a group poster highlighting some of our favorite activities, and
at Arts & Crafts Katie helped us make some incredible looking Tamarak dream catchers and
camp buses. Thursday morning we had the opportunity to take part in the Great Tamarak
Tree Hunt where we raced the other Munchkin groups to collect the most Tamarak trees that
were scattered around Munchkin lineup. During Munchkin Music with Marci and Andy we
learned to sing “Rainbow Soup”, “T-A-M-A-R-A-K” and “Bazooka Bubblegum”. At Munchkin
Spirit with Kim we learned some exciting cheers and practiced a special munchkin handshake
and our dance instructor Marz taught us some cool new dance moves. The week was capped
off with an incredible all camp lineup where we had the chance to display our Super Sea
Turtles flag for all of Tamarak to see.
It was a fantastic first week of camp and we hope that everyone has a great weekend!
Oliver, Emily, Taylor, Maryam and Chad

Dino Rules!
 Displaying our Tamarak poster in front of
all the other Munchkin groups.
 Getting to know all the Tamarak
specialists.
 Taking part in our 1st all camp line up of
the summer.
 Learning new songs with Marci and Andy.

 Wednesday’s are Tamarak Spirit Days, be
sure to display your Tamarak Pride by
wearing Tamarak clothes.
 Please send your camper with a bag to
camp everyday.
 Bathing suits will be sent home on Friday
to be washed. Please send them back to
camp on Monday.
If you have any questions, please call the
Camp Office 847-634-3168

